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Spanning the life of the series--from the 1970s original, through the internet
"webisodes," and up to the end of the current series' third season--this guide is the
ultimate resource for Battlestar Galactica. Featuring an interview with producer Ron
Moore a
How to make big savings on the Web, The Rough Guide to Saving and Selling Online is
the essential handbook for a healthier bank balance. Discover how to make money by
selling on eBay, Gumtree and Amazon, plus use the internet to shop for less, find
bargains and reduce your outgoings. This recession-beating bible includes the most
popular and productive websites for selling and finding cheaper products, the best pricecomparison sites, and top places to hunt out freebies. Packed full of handy advice and
tips from how to de-clutter and avoid online scams to how to find the cheapest local
petrol, independent property advice and even get rich quick through cake baking, The
Rough Guide to Saving and Selling Online will help you save and make cash online.
Get savvy today.
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technology
and their world. The core belief that Popular Science and our readers share: The future
is going to be better, and science and technology are the driving forces that will help
make it better.
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Learn about the care and behavior of labradoodles.
Usability Assessment is a concise volume for anyone requiring knowledge and practice
in assessing the usability of any type of product, tool, or system before it is launched. It
provides a brief history and rationale for conducting usability assessments and
examples of how usability assessment methods have been applied, takes readers step
by step through the process, highlights challenges and special cases, and offers reallife examples. By the end of the book, readers will have the knowledge and skills they
need to conduct their own usability assessments without requiring that they read
textbooks or attend workshops. This book will be valuable for undergraduate and
graduate students; practitioners; usability professionals; human-computer interaction
professionals; researchers in fields such as industrial design, industrial/organizational
psychology, and computer science; and those working in a wide range of content
domains, such as health care, transportation, product design, aerospace, and
manufacturing.
Is this the year you are finally going to share your message with the world? Don't let the
idea of having to write a book hold you back. It's easier than you think, and you don't
even have to actually write the book yourself... Never thought about writing a book?
Maybe you should consider it! Publishing a book will give you expert status, help
spread your message and increase sales of your other products and services. It may
even kick-start or boost your public speaking career. Writing, publishing and promoting
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a book has never been easier. You can do it in a week. This guide will teach you: The
best kept secrets to a quick start for writing, promotion and sales Smart writing process
hacks Alternatives to writing the book yourself Self-publishing The keys to launching a
successful book, superfast "I just published my book. What I haven't been able to
achieve in the past three years I did in just 7 days!" Chris About the authors Esther
Jacobs (The Netherlands, 1970) is an international (TEDx) speaker and author. Esther
has given over 1000 keynotes and is (co)author of 21 books. Her workshops have
helped over 400 entrepreneurs to write their book. The NO EXCUSES LADY helps
leaders and entrepreneurs to transform their challenges into opportunities. Marie Stern
(Germany, 1982) is an "Amazon Self-Publishing Ninja." She authored 7 bestselling
Amazon books, even though she wasn't even good at writing in school. However, she
spent many hours browsing and reading in bookstores, discovering the secret behind
successful books. As a former data mining analyst, she knows how important research
is and how to find structure in any process. Marie helped many non-writers have their
book written and likes to share her best knowledge on how to self-publishing and sell
books. Esther and Marie met at a conference, where they were giving a book writing
workshop. They decided to write this book in just one day, using their own tested
method. And now they're inviting you to try it, too!
Monthly statistical summary of 5100 stocks.
This Army and Marine Corps multiservice publication serves as doctrinal reference for the
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employment of mortar squads, sections, and platoons. It contains guidance on tactics and
techniques that mortar units use to execute their part of combat operations described in
battalion-, squadron-, troop-, and company-level manuals. This publication also contains
guidance on how a mortar unit's fires and displacement are best planned and employed to
sustain a commander's intent for fire support. The target audience of this publication includes
mortar squad, section, and platoon leaders, company and battalion commanders, battalion
staff officers, and all others responsible for controlling and coordinating fire support during
combined arms operations. Training developers also use this manual as a source document
for combat critical tasks. Combat developers use this manual when refining and revising
operational concepts for Infantry and reconnaissance mortar organizations. This publication
serves as the primary reference for both resident and nonresident mortar tactical employment
instruction.
From Mental Floss, the premier online destination for curious minds, comes a deep dive into
the greatest television shows from the last 20 years. Filled with little-known facts and lists of
must-see shows, this fascinating collection includes: The hardest role to cast on Game of
Thrones • The DEA’s involvement in Breaking Bad • The lost Black-ish episode deemed too
divisive for TV • The real-life inspiration for Mad Men’s Don Draper • The identity of “Ugly
Naked Guy” on Friends • When George Lucas sued Battlestar Galactica • How Curb Your
Enthusiasm saved a man from the death penalty • When Doctor Who’s TARDIS went to court
• The story behind Law & Order’s iconic “dun-dun” sound effect The Curious Viewer also
contains many of Mental Floss’s famously fascinating lists, such as Actors Who Asked for
Their Characters to Be Killed Off, The Most-Watched TV Series Finales Ever, TV Characters
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Who Were Inspired by Real People, Bizarre TV Crossovers, Amazing One-Season Shows,
Important Moments in LGBTQ+ History on TV, and Unforgettable Television Cliff-Hangers.
Written by an expert dog whisperer and dog owner, the Kelpie Complete Owner's Manual has
the answers you may need when researching this tireless herding breed. Learn about this
highly energetic, very smart, purebred and find out whether or not this outstanding working dog
will be the best choice for you and your family. Learn everything there is to know, including little
known facts and secrets and how to care for every aspect of the Kelpie 's life. This manual
contains all the information you need, from birth to the Rainbow Bridge, including transitioning
through house breaking, care, feeding, training and end of life, so that you can make a wellinformed decision about whether or not this dog is the breed for you. If you already have a
Kelpie, this book will teach you everything you need to know to make your dog a happy dog
and to make you a happy dog owner. The author George Hoppendale is an experienced writer
and a true animal lover. He enjoys writing animal books and advising others how to take care
of their animals to give them a happy home. Co-Author Asia Moore is a professional Dog
Whisperer, Cynologist and Author, living on Vancouver Island, off the west coast of British
Columbia, in Canada, who believes that all humans and dogs can live together in harmony.
She and her dog whispering team, which includes an 8-year-old Shih Tzu named Boris, teach
dog psychology to humans, to help alleviate problem behaviors that arise between humans
and their canine counterparts so that everyone can live a happy and stress-free life together.
Covered in this book: - Temperament - Pros and Cons - Vital statistics - Before you buy Choosing the right dog - Finding a breeder - Puppy proofing your home - The first weeks Health and common health problems - Medical care & safety - Daily care - Feeding - Bad
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treats and snacks - Good treats and snacks - House training - Grooming - Training - Poisonous
Foods & Plants - Caring for your aging dog .... and much more.
The Rough Guide to Saving & Selling OnlineRough Guides UK
Is my child too sick to go to daycare today? When can my child go back to daycare? What
should I look for when I am considering a daycare center for my new baby?Every parent of a
child in daycare asks these questions. Dr. Leigh Grossman's new book, THE PARENT'S
SURVIVAL GUIDE TO DAYCARE INFECTIONS, presents the facts about different germs and
provides guidance on what to do when your child has been exposed to or is sick with a specific
infection. How do I choose a daycare center that uses current infection control practices? How
long does a child need to stay home when they do have an infection? Can I prevent infection in
my child? What are the appropriate and inappropriate uses of antibiotics? What are the best
practices for treating a specific childhood infection?Designed to be the home reference book
for parents of young children in daycare and preschool, THE PARENT'S SURVIVAL GUIDE
TO DAYCARE INFECTIONS is a comprehensive and clear book, with an easy-to-use format,
informational quick reference tables, and a detailed index. Providing up-to-date guidance, the
book includes contributions from 39 pediatric expert physicians. With chapters on most of the
infections that parents of children in daycare and preschool encounter, the authors explain
what the illness is, how the infection is spread, how the illness is diagnosed, how long it lasts
and how long the child needs to stay at home. This book is a ready reference for the children in
your life and an excellent gift for the new parent.
Reveals what went into the seven television seasons and two feature films about the crew of
the second Enterprise
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A consumer guide that integrates shopping suggestions and handy user tips as it describes
and rates dozens of digital electronic products, including cell phones, digital cameras,
televisions, computers, video games, and home theater products.
Lean User Testing A Pragmatic Step-by-Step Guide to User Tests If you believe in agile
software development and delivering value to your customers and your company, reading this
book is the right decision as it will greatly support your process to identify and create valuable,
feasible and usable products. "We Know What We Need to Build" Who hasn't yet heard that
dreaded, gut feeling-based notion in the past? To my experience, it is rarely valid, but more
often an expression of an outdated thinking, that values output over outcome, that believes in
requirement documents and micromanaging the product team. This book, however, is
dedicated to completely different approach, that Steve Blank once wrapped up in his famous
quote: There are No Facts Inside Your Building - Get Outside." And you should do so as early
as possible in the process -it is the most important task of any product team. This book is
therefore a deliberately short, focused, pragmatic manual for everyone, who designs, develops
or markets software: Product manager, engineers and designers (UX/UI). It is based on
hundreds of user interviews that I have run up to now and provides all you need to know to
start your own user interview initiative in about two hours of your time. Save up to 90% of
Typical User Interview Costs And there is more good news: The lean user testing approach will
save up to 90% of the costs compared to outsourcing user interviews to a professional usability
agency, but will return at least 80% of possible insights. Avoid Building Expensive Features
Nobody Wants No more flying blind in the early stages: Test your hypotheses quickly and turn
product discovery into your advantage over the competition. Learn how to avoid wasting
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money on software nobody wants and how to deliver value instead. Obsolete features aren't
just expensive to build. They also need to be maintained and probably be removed at a later
stage again, not to mention their opportunity costs: Imagine what you could have built instead.
Gain More Runway for Your Startup Optimizing the cycle-time of your product hypotheses will
focus available engineering and product management resources on valuable, usable and
feasible features, thus extending your runway and improving your standing for the next funding
round. Improve Communication with Stakeholders User tests greatly simplify the
communication with stakeholders - theinterviews, you will be running, are your product
organization's first line of defense when it comes to turning down unreasonable feature
requests. About the Author The author has worked for many years as a product manager and
agile coach (Scrum, Lean Startup, Lean Change). During that time, he developed B2C as well
as B2B software, mainly for startups, including a former Google subsidiary. He originally
studied chemistry, business administration, and law. However, he has never worked in a
laboratory. Instead, back in 1996, he released the first online shop software with SAP R/3
connectivity, only to learn that the early bird does not necessarily catch the worm. After his
move to Berlin, Germany, he founded a marketplace for local service. In 2011, Entrepreneurs
Club Berlin e.V. followed, as did Startup Camp Berlin- one of the largest German startup
conferences today. His latest project, Age Of Product - Invent For Your Customers, focuses on
the exchange of knowledge between product people, designers, and developers. It is about
lessons learned and best practices on how to identify which product to build and how to build it
in an efficient way. Age Of Product will host events and workshops in Berlin from autumn 2015
on and might also organize a new conference in the near future."
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"Insignia expertly combines humor with a disarming and highly realistic view of the future. The
characters are real, funny, and memorable. You won't be able to put this book
down."—Veronica Roth, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Divergent and Insurgent The
earth is in the middle of WWIII in Insignia, the first entry in S. J. Kincaid's fast-paced sci-fi
adventure trilogy perfect for fans of Ender's Game. The planet's natural resources are almost
gone, and war is being fought to control the assets of the solar system. The enemy is winning.
The salvation may be Tom Raines. Tom doesn't seem like a hero. He's a short fourteen-yearold with bad skin. But he has the virtual-reality gaming skills that make him a phenom behind
the controls of the battle drones. As a new member of the Intrasolar Forces, Tom's life
completely changes. Suddenly, he's someone important. He has new opportunities, friends,
and a shot at having a girlfriend. But there's a price to pay. . . .
This must have resource examines the challenges of providing volunteer fire protection in
modern day America. Readers are guided through a process of self-assessment and planning
using case studies and activity worksheets. Skills and strategies are developed, yielding
practical assistance to those charged with leading a volunteer fire department.
Whether fleeing the ravages of war or coming in search of opportunities, the story of
immigration remains the principal narrative of our times. As our neighborhoods grow more
diverse, a splendid variety of cultures, values and traditions become an important part of our
classrooms and schools. In Kids Like Me, 26 personal narratives celebrate the experience of
young people making a new home in a strange community-finding common ground as they
make new friends, learn English, share their cultural identities, their challenges, successes and
dreams. Kids Like Me provides a youthful perspective on the important themes of crossing
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cultures, immigration and citizenship and learning to appreciate differences. These stories are
intended to foster intercultural awareness and sensitivity and encourage individual and
community action to assist newcomers in their adjustment. While written to help youth
understand their classmates and friends, Kids Like Me also includes discussion questions, selfdirected activities and research ideas for teachers and other mentors that can be used in
classrooms, youth clubs and community settings. Richly illustrated with photos and maps of
each home country, the text presents countless opportunities to explore and understand
different cultures and new friends. Young people who have come from all over the world share
their stories and invite their new neighbors to see that in so many ways these kids are just like
me.
Rely on this practical, end-to-end guide on cyber safety and online security written expressly
for a non-technical audience. You will have just what you need to protect yourself—step by step,
without judgment, and with as little jargon as possible. Just how secure is your computer right
now? You probably don't really know. Computers and the Internet have revolutionized the
modern world, but if you're like most people, you have no clue how these things work and don't
know the real threats. Protecting your computer is like defending a medieval castle. While
moats, walls, drawbridges, and castle guards can be effective, you'd go broke trying to build
something dragon-proof. This book is not about protecting yourself from a targeted attack by
the NSA; it's about armoring yourself against common hackers and mass surveillance. There
are dozens of no-brainer things we all should be doing to protect our computers and safeguard
our data—just like wearing a seat belt, installing smoke alarms, and putting on sunscreen.
Author Carey Parker has structured this book to give you maximum benefit with minimum
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effort. If you just want to know what to do, every chapter has a complete checklist with step-bystep instructions and pictures. The book contains more than 150 tips to make you and your
family safer. It includes: Added steps for Windows 10 (Spring 2018) and Mac OS X High Sierra
Expanded coverage on mobile device safety Expanded coverage on safety for kids online
More than 150 tips with complete step-by-step instructions and pictures What You’ll Learn
Solve your password problems once and for all Browse the web safely and with confidence
Block online tracking and dangerous ads Choose the right antivirus software for you Send files
and messages securely Set up secure home networking Conduct secure shopping and
banking online Lock down social media accounts Create automated backups of all your
devices Manage your home computers Use your smartphone and tablet safely Safeguard your
kids online And more! Who This Book Is For Those who use computers and mobile devices,
but don’t really know (or frankly care) how they work. This book is for people who just want to
know what they need to do to protect themselves—step by step, without judgment, and with as
little jargon as possible.
Vital to businesses of all types, the fields of advertising, marketing and branding are covered indepth in this important volume, from advertising on radio and television to direct mail, from
online advertising to branding and public relations to paid search inclusion. Analysis of trends,
globalization, technologies, finances and more. This carefully-researched book covers exciting
trends in such areas as advertising agencies, marketing consultants, online advertising,
branding strategies, global markets and more. This reference tool includes thorough market
analysis as well as our highly respected trends analysis. You'll find a complete overview,
industry analysis and market research report in one superb, value-priced package. It contains
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thousands of contacts for business and industry leaders, industry associations, Internet sites
and other resources.This book also includes statistical tables, an industry glossary and
thorough indexes. The corporate profiles section of the book includes our proprietary, in-depth
profiles of 334 leading companies in all facets of the advertising, branding and marketing
industry. Here you'll find complete profiles of the hot companies that are making news today,
the largest, most successful corporations in the business. Purchasers of either the book or
PDF version can receive a free copy of the company profiles database on CD-ROM, enabling
key word search and export of key information, addresses, phone numbers and executive
names with titles for every company profiled.
Ant Anstead's Building a Special brings the Haynes story full circle, coming 61 years after the
original Building a 750 Special was written by John Haynes, Haynes Publishing's founder,
when he was still a schoolboy. This book is a TV tie-in, following the 12-part TV series Ant
Anstead Master Mechanic, aired on Motor Trend, part of the Discover Network in the US and
UK, following Ant Anstead's build of his own-design 'special' car, taking inspiration from the
Alfa 158 - the first World Championship-winning F1 car, which raced from the 1930s until the
1950s. The 12-part TV series followed Ant's build of the car, from the first design ideas,
through the construction, culminating in the debut of the car during the 2019 US Grand Prix
weekend in Austin, Texas. The book follows Ant's personal build of the car, from the selection
of the donor MG TD for the chassis, and Alfa Romeo Spider for the engine and gearbox,
through modifying the chassis, building the suspension, steering, brakes, bodywork and
interior, and putting all the components together to produce a finished one-off 'special.' Content
includes: Introduction The history of specials Planning Donor car Chassis, suspension,
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steering, rear axle Engine, fuel system, cooling system, ancillaries, exhaust Gearbox Bodywork
Braking system Cockpit Wiring Preparation and painting Testing Setting up and Making road
legal.
"Written by an acknowledged expert with 20 years of experience building world-class brands,
Brand Aid is a day-to-day quick-reference guide that provides solutions for the 22 most
pressing problems faced by brand managers. This comprehensive, practical how-to guide also
gives readers 17 invaluable end-of-chapter checklists to help them assess and advance their
own brand management efforts. Succinct and easy-to-read, it features exercises, formulas,
case studies, proprietary research findings, and other useful tools -- including a template to
help them do a complete brand audit. Brand Aid covers topics ranging from research,
positioning, and advertising to brand equity management, legal issues in brand management,
and creating a brand-building organization. It includes an overview of the entire brand
management and marketing process, as well as in-depth discussions of brand building on the
Internet and internal brand building. A treasure trove of techniques, templates, and rules of
thumb, Brand Aid! is an indispensable roadmap for anyone responsible for building their
organization's brand."
When the space drama Battlestar Galactica debuted on ABC in 1978, it was expected to be
the most popular new program of the year. Instead, it was attacked as a Star Wars rip-off and
canceled after a mere 17 stories. The author acknowledges the show was full of dramatic
clichés and scientific inaccuracies, but despite these shortcomings, Battlestar Galactica was a
dramatically resonant series full of unique and individual characters, such as Commander
Adama (Lorne Greene) and ace warrior Captain Apollo (Richard Hatch). The author contends
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that Battlestar Galactica was a memorable attempt to make science fiction accessible to
mainstream television audiences. The brilliant work of artist John Dykstra brought a new world
of special effects to network television. Battlestar Galactica also skillfully exploited legends and
names from both the Bible and ancient mythology, which added a layer of depth and maturity
to the weekly drama.
Getting Your FREE Bonus Download this book, read it to the end and see "BONUS: Your
FREE Gift" chapter after the conclusion. Survival Guide How to Live without Electricity
Welcome to the Survival Guide: How to Live without Electricity and Get Out of A Disaster, a
D.I.Y. book designed to show you alternative energy sources that are not based on the
electrical grid that you can use during any situation to receive any level of electricity. More and
more, individuals are trying to get off the electrical grid anyway they can to either avoid paying
a high bill, become more self-sufficient, or replace the need for any type of utility company
influence in their life so that they have control over their utilities. In this book, we will go over
useful and pointless alternative energies, showing you most of the nitty and gritty mathematics
needed to determine what energy sources are viable for you. First, we will go over an energy
source that can be used in any emergency situation that is cheap and affordable; Electrical
Food. In this section, we will cover: What foods work Which foods are better How they work
We'll go ahead and cover solar energy, but in a unique way; we'll tell you how to transform
solar energy into Hydrogen Fuel. Then we'll go over Pointless Energy to help clear your way
through the scams of the internet, giving you solid explanations backed by science or
mathematics as to why you shouldn't trust those sources for reliable energy. Then the
remainder of the book will be about other energy forms, such as Water Wheels Steam Engines
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Portable Wind Turbines These methods will show you pictures and instructions on either how
to make your own or why you should buy your own. This is just a descriptive overview to help
beginners live off of the grid. Download your E book "Survival Guide: How to Live without
Electricity" by scrolling up and clicking "Buy Now with 1-Click" button!
The Ultimate Spinach Recipe Guide Spinach and leafy green vegetables like it are among the
most nutritious of low calorie foods. Not only is spinach good for you, but it is an incredible
immune system bolster that can protect you against myriad health problems throughout your
life. However, in order to get the most out of every serving of spinach, you must understand
exactly how and why to eat it. We have collected the most delicious and best selling recipes
from around the world. Enjoy! Health Benefits Spinach is very low in Saturated Fat and
Cholesterol. Spinach is a good source of Calcium and Iron. Spinach is high in Dietary Fiber,
Protein, and Vitamin A, C, E. Introduce Spinach Recipes into your Diet Today!! Scroll Up &
Grab Your Copy NOW!
From the comfort of your home or office this book gives the reader access to Montana's
national parks, national forests, state parks, and wilderness areas. Over 300 fishing access
sites and locations are available including stream flow table information. OHV facts, sites of
interest, and the very popular FYI section to help further your knowledge, interests, and
opportunities. Makes a great gift to compliment any outdoor education course. Included also as
a bonus are phone numbers and locations of departments involved with Montana's outdoors. If
you plan on visiting or if you're serious about discovering Montana then this is a great tool and
resource.
“Annabel Dodd has cogently untangled the wires and switches and technobabble of the
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telecommunications revolution and explained how the introduction of the word ‘digital’ into our
legislative and regulatory lexicon will affect consumers, companies and society into the next
millennium.” – United States Senator Edward J. Markey of Massachusetts; Member, U.S.
Senate Subcommittee on Communications, Technology, Innovation, and the Internet “Annabel
Dodd has a unique knack for explaining complex technologies in understandable ways. This
latest revision of her book covers the rapid changes in the fields of broadband, cellular, and
streaming technologies; newly developing 5G networks; and the constant changes happening
in both wired and wireless networks. This book is a must-read for anyone who wants to
understand the rapidly evolving world of telecommunications in the 21st century!” – David
Mash, Retired Senior Vice President for Innovation, Strategy, and Technology, Berklee College
of Music Completely updated for current trends and technologies, The Essential Guide to
Telecommunications, Sixth Edition, is the world’s top-selling, accessible guide to the fastchanging global telecommunications industry. Writing in easy-to-understand language, Dodd
demystifies today’s most significant technologies, standards, architectures, and trends. She
introduces leading providers worldwide, explains where they fit in the marketplace, and reveals
their key strategies. New topics covered in this edition include: LTE Advanced and 5G
wireless, modern security threats and countermeasures, emerging applications, and
breakthrough techniques for building more scalable, manageable networks. Gain a practical
understanding of modern cellular, Wi-Fi, Internet, cloud, and carrier technologies Discover how
key technical, business, and regulatory innovations are changing the industry See how
streaming video, social media, cloud computing, smartphones, and the Internet of Things are
transforming networks Explore growing concerns about security and privacy, and review
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modern strategies for detecting and mitigating network breaches Learn how Software Defined
Networks (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) add intelligence to networks,
enabling automation, flexible configurations, and advanced networks Preview cutting-edge,
telecom-enabled applications and gear–from mobile payments to drones Whether you’re an
aspiring network engineer looking for a broad understanding of the industry, or a salesperson,
marketer, investor, or customer, this indispensable guide provides everything you need to
know about telecommunications right now. This new edition is ideal for both self-study and
classroom instruction. Register your product for convenient access to downloads, updates,
and/or corrections as they become available.
Tapping is an activity that many of us engage in everyday without even thinking about what we
are doing. We drum our fingers on a desk or table while we wait for something to happen. We
tap our forehead while we are figuring out a problem. We stroke our chin or rub our head as we
contemplate the issues of the day. Each of these acts is our body's clumsy way of attending to
a need for peace or resolution. Tapping prayer is a spiritual practice that intentionally focuses
our attention on the rhythmic movement of our finger tips. It directs the energy of God's healing
onto specific points on our body that through the practice of acupuncture and reiki, have shown
to be conduits of healing. Tapping prayer is the most exciting addition to my spiritual tool belt in
25 years of ministry. It's fun and effective and easy to administer alone, one on one, or in a
group. It is very flexible...and did I mention, effective? Tapping prayer is effective in bringing
individuals into a one one relationship with God that creates peace, healing, and a desire to
share those gifts with other individuals, communities, and Creation. Tapping prayer is an
integration of sacred wisdom from the East and West. It is a spiritual practice that blends a
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knowledge of the Spirit's movement through our body with an understanding of meridian
tapping based on the Emotional Freedom Technique created by Gary Craig. Tapping prayer
brings balance and peace to individuals who are experiencing spiritual distress. By gently
tapping on identified points of entry for the Holy which correspond to meridian end points in
acupuncture, while praying for God to attend to a particular pain, we focus God's intention to
heal and in most cases actually experience a peace which is not of our own doing. By
acknowledging pain instead of wishing for relief, we recognize God's interest to heal us and
indeed, God heals us. This technique can be used for individuals who are seeking peace from
a wide variety of issues ranging from: trauma such as a car accident, an abusive parent, a
friend killed in battle, a sudden illness, a job loss, a fire, a damaged relationship. Tapping
prayer can also facilitate forgiveness and/or letting go. Tapping prayer is effective in praying for
others (surrogate prayer tapping focused on an individual who is not present to the prayer
tapping), for events (9/11, Sandy Hook, a company leaving a community), or Creation (an oil
spill, deforestation, strip mining). Wherever there is a disruption to the peaceful flow of the Holy
Spirit, tapping prayer can be applied. When I first learned about the Emotional Freedom
Technique as a tool to help veterans in our community, I thought it was weird. The tapping.
The repetition. It seemed...odd. This was not how I understood healing from trauma to work,
and yet it worked. Clearly, my Western roots were showing. When I got home from the training
I began using the technique with members of my community and saw such dramatic results I
had to learn more. They also found it strange, but effective. Some folks were uncomfortable
with the language of "energies" and "chi," so I experimented a bit and added more traditional
faith language to the mix. I dug deeply into my own faith traditions and discovered a theology
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of healing that accompanied tapping prayer. I found that by invoking God's presence into the
act of tapping, people from varying faith experiences were able to connect to the Holy on a
deeper level. They began to experience God as very real and very present in their lives. They
asked to learn more about this new way of praying. They discovered that by using tapping
prayer on a wide variety of issues, their relationship with God grew deeper. If you are ready to
draw closer to God's healing love for you, please take responsibility for your participation in
tapping prayer, and let's pray! --Todd Farnsworth
The bestselling unauthorized guide that will ensure that you get the most out of the Kindle - or
give you all the information you need before you decide to buy.
The Indian Fantail has become one of the most popular breeds of fancy pigeons. This guide
book, by one of the leading experts of the breed, presents the received wisdom on all the finer
points of the official breed standard as well as fully-informed advice on 21st century methods of
proper care for the year-round well-being of the birds. The book includes an abundance of
excellent full-color pictures that vividly illustrate even the most subtle points. It is a must read
for all serious Indian Fantail fanciers be they novices or veterans
The facts, myths and perceptions of contracting with the Federal Government of Canada.
A new book from the Lean Manufacturing Expert Sebastian Brau, presenting techniques,
software, procedures and tricks to get the maximum performance from your Lean project by
the use of current available technologies in factories. You will learn how to: 1.- Implement the
'Active Inventory' methodology to prevent your factory from having any stockout ever again. 2.Use 'lean markers' to detect productivity deviations in your operations more easily. 3.- Merge
Kaizen and Pareto to complete your 'continuous improvement' cycles faster and cheaper. 4.Page 19/20
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Transform the quality controls in your factory into plant sensors to build a 'digital nervous
system'. 5.- Use simple plant records to automatically feed your ERP. 6.- Implement a Material
Traceability control that does not jeopardize your operation's productivity with unnecessary
costs. 7.- Use SMED video guides to reduce the need to train your staff and the global time for
the Lean project to be implemented. 8.- Implement a time control for your staff without
offending susceptibilities in the factory. 9.- Know how the new North American Law 'FSMA' can
affect your operation if you do not anticipate its effects. A different Lean book written by a
Robotics and Artificial Intelligence Software Engineer with more than 20 years' experience in
implementing Lean Manufacturing and structured with the different technological viewpoint that
his specialized profile allows, in the form of "Practical guide on the correct use of Technology in
a Lean Project"
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